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Most hikers take 10 to 12 hours to hike to Half Dome

r

and back. Some take longer.

If you plan on hiking during the day, it's smart to leave around sunrise or earlier,

and have a non-negotiable turn-around time
For instance, if you haven't reached the top of Flalf Dome by 3:30 PM,
you will turn around. Check for sunrise and sunset times before you hike.
Regardless, each person should carry a flashlight or head lamp with good
batteries. Although the trail is well marked, you should be prepared with
a good topographic map and know how to use it.

If a storm appears nearby^ do
not continue to the summit.
The summit of Half Dome is extremely dangerous inthe case of lightning. Check forecast before
your hike and summit early in the day to avoid afternoon thunderstorms. If a storm appears nearby,
descend immediately with caution and patience on the cables and steps. Be prepared for cool

temperatures and rain showers.

If you see a rescuer in a yellow
shirt running to save you, it's
too late. Here are some things
we'd love for you to know
before you start your trip.

|

You should at least bring one gallon of water
(4 liters) if hiking to the top of Half Dome.

The only treated water on th^; trail is available(summer only)at a drinking
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fountain at the Vernal Fall Footbridge (less than a mile from tlie trailhead).

You should treat river water by boiling, using iodine, or using a giardia-rated
water filter. Drinkinguntreated river water may cause significant illness.
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Yosemite National Park.

Two metal cables allow hikers to climb the last 400 feet to the summit of Half

Dome without rock climbing equipment. While using the cables, take your
time and be patient with slower hikers. Allow faster hikers to pass you(when
possible). Wet rock on Half Dome can be as slippery as a sheet of ice.

Danger!
Rocks are slippery
when wet.

